This project investigates embodied electronic music performance using large upper body movements. It also explores how to transform viewers into performers, participants, and players through tangible interactions with a sculpture. In doing so, it explores the experience of using one's physical body to manipulate the digital representation of another person's body.
For the 10th anniversary of the TEI conference, The Body In Translation exhibition presented artworks exploring the body's transformation through technology. The nine works selected invite speculations on the kinds of futures, experiences, and practices that arise from extending, translating, and connecting the body. Here we present four of the nine works portraying novel interfaces for the creative translation of bodily interaction.
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Tangible Scores
A "tangible score" is a tactile interface for musical expression that incorporates a score into its physical shape, surface structure, or spatial configuration. With sound as a continuous input signal, both synthesis and control are available simultaneously through direct manipulation of the engraved patterns on the physical score. Every interface is conceived from a different graphical score. These tactile patterns suggest specific gestural behaviors due to the different affordances and constraints of the patterned object. Sound is generated through polyphonic concatenative synthesis driven by real-time analysis and classification of input-signal spectra. 
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In POEME: A Poetry Engine, movement is captured through a user's mobile device, such as a smartphone. Each participant is granted access to a private performance space behind a black curtain, where they can create poetry by moving.
